Ultrasound contrast agents in ischemic stroke.
The general indication for the use of ultrasound contrast agents in neurosonologic applications is an insufficient signal-to-noise ratio when investigating the cerebral macro- and microcirculation. Clinical problems that are often encountered in native sonography are 'no flow, slow flow and low flow' phenomena. In these cases, ultrasound contrast agents are used to differentiate between vessel occlusion and insufficient insonation conditions, as well as for the detection of very slow blood flow velocities and low flow volumes. Echo-contrast agents significantly increase the success rate of transcranial color duplex examinations of patients with acute cerebrovascular disease. Ultrasound contrast imaging also allows assessment of the cerebral microcirculation. There are a number of techniques available for performing perfusion studies. These generally utilize high mechanical index imaging, since until recently lower acoustic outputs were unable to detect microbubbles in the brain. New-generation microbubbles in combination with very sensitive contrast-specific ultrasound techniques now enable real-time visualization of stroke. Moreover, destruction sequences with assessment of microbubble replenishment using real-time, low mechanical index imaging are now available. This article reviews of state-of-the-art contrast-specific imaging techniques for ultrasound evaluation of acute stroke patients.